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A Guide on Sales Tax Bonds: What,
When, Who and Why
Sales tax bonds– or tax bonds as they are often called– are an umbrella name for a
number of di�erent tax bonds that state or local governments mandate from
businesses, as a pre-licensing requirement. In these cases, a business license cannot
be ...
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Are you planning to open a business but have been told to post a sales tax bond? No
surprises here – sales tax bond are one of the most diverse and frequently-required
types of surety bonds. For a �rst timer they may sound a little intimidating, but the
truth of the matter is, you can quickly learn everything you need to know about
them.

Why Tax Bonds Are Required
Sales tax bonds– or tax bonds as they are often called– are an umbrella name for a
number of different tax bonds that state or local governments mandate from
businesses, as a pre-licensing requirement. In these cases, a business license cannot
be issued without a valid tax bond.
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The tax bond acts as a protection to the government, making sure the bonded
business will pay the relevant sales taxes, and will report its revenue on time. Failure
to comply with these two requirements can make you liable for a claim. If you are
found guilty, you may have to pay �nes up to the amount listed on your tax bond.

Who Needs Tax Bonds
It’s important to note that not all states require you to obtain a tax bond. Also,
different states require different businesses to do it.

Most businesses can get a license just by posting the general sales tax bond, but for a
few others there are special exceptions, such as businesses which sell alcohol,
tobacco or fuels. Their required bonds are called the alcohol tax bond, cigarette tax
bond and fuel tax bond, respectively, although they serve the very same purpose as
the general tax bond.

How Tax Bonds Are Obtained
To get your tax bond, you must obtain a tax bond form from the body requiring you
to post it. Since bonding companies do not work directly with the public, you should
instead contact a surety agency to help you �nd the right bond.

Generally, an agency partnering with several well-reputed bonding companies is
best, as they will send out your application to more places. Look for the words A-
rated and T-listed – this guarantees your bond will not be rejected by the obligee (the
body requiring the bond). In facts, some obligees will only tax accept bonds
underwritten by an A-listed company.

How Much Tax Bonds Cost
To understand how tax bond prices are calculated, you need an understanding of
how surety bond rates are calculated. Obligees determine a total bond amount,
which is listed on the bond. Let’s take Texas, for example. The bond the state
requires, known as the Texas Continuous Bond of Seller, can be as high as $100,000.
This means the obligee can be compensated for up to $100,000 if you have break the
rules of the bond agreement. To get the bond you pay a percentage– between 1% and
17% of the total bond amount– called a premium.

The total bond amount for your tax bond will be determined by the government that
requires it, based on your location and how much you make in sales. As for the
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premium, it is mostly based on your credit score. If you have bad credit, or credit
issues such as past bankruptcies or tax liens, this increases your premium.

How Tax Bond Costs Can be Reduced

There are several factors that come into play besides the credit score. If you’re
worried about your credit history, you can contact an agent and ask them how
providing more information to the bonding company can decrease your premium.

The main concern for the surety is avoiding claims, so they want to see that you can
repay any claims, and that your business is unlikely to trigger a claim in the �rst
place. If you have strong personal or business �nancial statements, you may provide
a copy of them. If you have run this or another successful business for a number of
years, this will also signal that you are trustworthy. A skilled surety professional will
be able to use his expertise, and get you a tax bond at the lowest possible price no
matter the circumstances.

The Signi�cance of Tax Bond Claims
If you don’t pay sales tax or declare your revenue in the timeframe provided by the
state or local government, you can become the object of a claim.

Business owners are always advised to avoid claims. Claims on tax bonds can
decrease your chances of renewing your tax bond, which will lead to the revocation
of your business license. In the event of a dispute, document everything, and try and
reach for a settlement if possible. Paying a claim can be much more costly– you can
end up paying the full amount of the bond plus the legal expenses of the surety.

All things considered, tax bonds aren’t all that complicated to understand. And once
you obtain a tax bond, you don’t have to worry about it as long as you abide by the
agreement.

————–

Todd Bryant is the president and founder of Bryant Surety Bonds. He is a surety bonds
expert with years of experience in helping business owners get bonded and start their
business.
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